
With a 

PowerBroom ,

cleanup is a 

snap on any 

surface or 

material.  This 

unique machine 

permits one 

person to 

accomplish

tasks that once 

took crews 

hours to 

complete using 

conventional 

tools.
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Area for distributor/dealer

®

Ergonomic 
design for easier, 
more comfortable 
handling

Aircraft-quality 
aluminum outer 
tube

All-in-one control handle features
convenient ON/OFF switch, throttle 
lock-out lever, and handy throttle trigger

Solid steel
drive shaft

Heavy-duty air filter element is easily 
accessible; no tools required for maintenance

Aggressive Nylon Brush  80712

This brush is almost as aggressive as a 
crimped wire brush, at an economical 
price. Unlike the crimped wire brush, this
one also cleans cracks and crevices in
pavement. 
Sweeping swath: 11 in. (279 mm)

12-Fin Rubber Paddles  99909-33027

For sweeping anything from grass
clippings to snow and gravel.
The 12-fin rubber drum avoids 
damage to swept surfaces.
Sweeping swath: 23 in. (584 mm)

String Trimmer Attachment  PBK27

Everything needed to turn a PowerBroom™
into a trimmer, including gearcase and debris
shield. Comes standard with a trimmer gearcase.

Cultivator  80275

Turns soil for gardens, planting beds, and highway 
medians. Comes with debris shield pictured.

Nylon Brush  99909-11127

For lighter-duty aggressive cleanup of heavy, loose 
dirt. Useful in flat-surface work, spreading
liquids, and cleaning walkways and bike paths.
Sweeping swath: 20.2 in. (513 mm)

Silicon Carbide Impregnated Brush  80298

A medium-aggressive abrasive brush that also 
removes moss and dry mud, but not as effective
on dust and fines. This brush has the lowest 
kickback in use. 
Sweeping swath: 15 in. (381 mm)

Mixed Nylon/Wire Brush  80299

This medium-aggressive brush works for removing 
moss, dry mud, dust, and fines as well as cleaning
crevices and cracks in pavement.
Sweeping swath: 11 in. (279 mm)

Crimped Wire Brush  80297

Our most aggressive brush for the 
most demanding applications. It 
scours moss, dry mud, and loose
paint and is useful for descaling.
Sweeping swath: 11 in. (279 mm)

PowerBroom™ Debris Shield  99909-33021

Reduces flying debris when a large quantity
of material, especially water, is forced over the 
sweeper drum.


